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PRESIDENT’S
REPORT
Greetings to all.

We are coming to the end of another committee year with
the AGM coming up on the 13th of August.
We will also be drawing our main AGM prize of a Tikka
T3X + Burris Scope – in a calibre of your choice. To win this
prize you must be present in person at the AGM and hold a
valid New Zealand Firearms Licence. If your name is drawn
and you are not present or are unable to present a valid
Firearms Licence, another winner will be drawn. Make sure
you don’t miss out!
I would like to thank the committee for their efforts
this year. The club has really progressed in the past couple
of years with rapid member growth and most club nights
and events being at full capacity. It’s really great to see the
member engagement, which is helped by a strong committee
making things happen behind the scenes so thank you!
We will update the calendar for next year’s hunt’s following
our AGM. This will give you all another 12 months’ of
organised party hunts to choose from, so get amongst it!
I would like to report our annual dinner was a success, only
made possible by our generous sponsors. Thanks to Cazador
wild game restaurant, Serious Shooters Ltd, Reloaders
Supplies Ltd, George and Jo’s organic chicken and Hornady.
Thank you also to our members who really put the hard
yards in to bring it all together on the night including Marie
Winterton, who organised the logistics of the event, Richard
Berger who supplyed the venison, Rodney Boyd for ensuring
the clubrooms were in tip top condition before and after
the event and to all others who helped bring the evening
together. It was really great to see everyone on the night chip
in and do their bit.
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If you missed out on collecting your award on the night,
we will make them available at the club night. Make sure
you look out for the final list of winners in next month’s BT.
These will be accompanied by any National winners after our
national conference in Wellington later this month.
Safe and happy hunting!
Callum Sheridan, Auckland Branch President.
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TREASURER’S
REPORT

All members should have received the annual set of
financial accounts for the year ending 28th February 2019,
together with my explanatory notes. If you haven’t received a
copy, do send me an email (rwoon@deerstalkers.co.nz) and I
will forward a set. There will also be a few hard copies available
at the AGM.
As my first year as Treasurer, it has not been without its
challenges, mainly due to working to incorporate a more
“corporate focus” regarding the financial management and
running of the club. Change is generally hard for all; however,
I have been heartened by the support I have received from the
committee and wider club. Rest assured, these changes are
solely intended for the benefit of our club.
We have made a number of grant applications (to support
the rebuild of the clubroom’s roof) and whilst two were rejected,
I am pleased to advise that we have now received $10,000 from
The Lion Foundation. Having considered this issue carefully, I
firmly believe that this work needs to be undertaken without
delay. I will be speaking further on this at the AGM and also
tabling a notice of motion, that this project starts as soon as
practicably possible.
Concerning the financial accounts, one key change
made was to revalue the clubrooms. The clubrooms were
previously carried in our books at their original cost, less some
depreciation. As at 1st March 2018 this totalled $108,471,
which clearly is not anywhere near matching the true value.
Therefore, after consulting with a valuer the clubrooms have
been revalued to $1,400,000.
From a trading perspective the result is healthy. Total
revenue is up $23,930 or 41% of which subscriptions accounted
for $10,175 or 32%. Total expenses were up $17,607 or 41%.
The main increases were primarily accounting/auditing
fees $4,774, Capitation $6,042 and (another new policy) a
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$3,000 Tahr Foundation support provision which is available
as required, to support the fight against adverse Ungulate
government policies.
In summary the net trading surplus increased by $6,437 or
48% and the club’s total accumulated funds (or equity) is now
$1,554,314, which increased by $1,311,242 mainly due to the
clubroom revaluation mentioned earlier.
I will be tabling further detailed financial information at
the AGM and be available to answer any queries.
Kind regards
Ross Woon C.A
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AUGUST
CLUB
NIGHT
13/08/2019 7:00 PM - 10:00 PM

AGM
AU C K L A N D 2 019 C L U B A N N UA L G E N E R A L M E E T I N G

We will be drawing our main AGM prize of a Tikka T3X + Burris Scope
courtesy of our generous sponsor Beretta New Zealand.
To win this prize you must be present in person at the AGM,
hold & present a current New Zealand Firearms License.
If your name is drawn & you are not present or are unable to present
a valid Firearms Licence we will draw another winner.
Make sure you don't miss out on this great prize!!

WITH SPOT PRIZES - ON THE NIGHT
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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Each month the club is looking to arrange an experience or knowledge based activity.
If you want to gain experience & confidence or even just a refresher - this is certainly
a great opportunity - for more info email Dan@deerstalkers.co.nz

WORKSHOP:

CALENDAR
2019
Sept - RIFLE SELECTION,
CLEANING & SETTING UP SCOPES
Arthur Winterton

If you're interested in joining a workshop,
get in touch with the organiser
- the earlier you do the better!

Oct - FIRST AID
Club Rooms - cost $TBC

Nov - RIFLE SELECTION,
CLEANING & SETTING UP SCOPES
Arthur Winterton

KIT-UP

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANDED MERCHANDISE
AVAILABLE TO PURCHASE AT CLUB NIGHTS
GREAT COLOURS, HARD WEARING & DURABLE

TEES $10 - POLOS $31
FLEECE TOPS $45
& VESTS $39 - SEE MARIE

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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NZDA
AUCKLAND
BRANCH

1951

est.

COMMITTEE BIOS

EACH MONTH WE WILL FEATURE 2 COMMITTEE MEMBERS WITH A Q&A.

Daniel Friedman
Years on Committee/position: About 6–7 yrs, various
roles; general committee, photography, vp, memberships,
treasurer & secretary.
Age & Years hunting / shooting: 32. Started small
game hunting, that started as working bee’s (firewood)
on friends farm around age 13, joined Akl branch at 16
and progressed into medium game at uni & with branch
party hunts.
Occupation: Manager.
Other Interests: Reading, rock climbing, scuba diving,
astronomy, tocuhetpyinfg & laser tag.
Most memorable hunt/shoot: Tahr hunting in the wider
Mt Cook catchment with a few club members in 2015.
My most scenic & first real ‘expedition’ style of hunt. The
opportunity would never have come about had it not been
for Auckland Branch members, thanks to those of you
that were involved in planning & logistics.

Simon Pope
Years on Committee/position: 2 years. 1st year as IT
Steward, 2nd year as Secretary
Age & Years hunting / shooting: 28. Been involved for
the last 3 years, after many years wanting to get involved
but not knowing where/how to start - until I met Callum
at a wedding who told me to come along to a Club Night
& get involved. Who knew I would be secretary a few
years later!
Occupation: IT Management
Other Interests: Technology, Self Improvement, Fishing,
Golf & Writing
Most memorable hunt/shoot: First deer is always
memorable, or even the second one. But most vivid is
almost being run over by a Sika Doe with our resident BT
creative - was close enough to pat it!

Favourite hunting area: Never any deer where I go …

Favourite hunting area: Can't say I have experienced
many areas, but thoroughly enjoy Woodhill

Regrets: Not getting the tattoo.

Regrets: Not getting into hunting/shooting sooner!

Pet hates: Acronyms, time wasters, O2 thieves, noisy
bars & quiet clubs.

Pet hates: Laziness, entitlement and PC bollocks which is
all too common these days!
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2 FALLOWS FOR TEA
RICHARD BERGER
"OFF TO BUTCHERS"

CLUB
GALLERY

CONGR ATULATIONS
SIMON POPE COLLECT
YOUR PRIZE AT NEX T
CLUB NIGHT

SEND IN YOUR FAV HUNT PIC WITH A BRIEF
CAPTION & GO IN THE DRAW TO WIN A $25
SERIOUS SHOOTERS VOUCHER

VIEW FROM THE LOO

THRONE HAS THE
M JUSTIN JONES - OFTEN THE
WE LOVE THIS PICTURE FROSEND
LOO PICS!
THE
M
FRO
VIEW
IN YOUR
BEST VIEW! PLEASE

GARY
CHAPMAN
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GALATEA
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FALLOW DEER
PARTY HUNTS

SHOOTER - WEAPONISED ADVENTURE TOURS

RUN GUIDED MEAT HUNTS - ONE HRS DRIVE FROM AUCKLAND
JOIN A GROUP OF LIKE MINDED PEOPLE, HUNT & TAKE THE MEAT HOME
PRICES START FROM $350 WITH GUARANTEED RESULTS.
GIVE PAUL CARMINE A CALL FOR DATES & PRICES 021746552

CLUB NIGHT AUCTION
EACH MONTH - ROSS WOON WILL
BE AUCTIONING ITEMS
ON AN "AS IS - WHERE IS BASIS"
WHICH ARE KINDLY DONATED
DON'T MISS OUT

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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ADVERTISE
IN OUR BT
11 FULL ISSUES A YEAR FEB-DEC

THE BUSH
TELEGRAPH

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH (EST.1951)

MONTHLY MAGAZINE JULY 2018

THE BUSH
TELEGRAPH

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH (EST.1951)

MONTHLY MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER 2018

THE BUSH
TELEGRAPH

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH (EST.1951)

WIN
A TIKKA

MONTHLY MAGAZINE

OCTOBER 2018

THE BUSH
TELEGRAPH

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH (EST.1951)

MONTHLY MAGAZINE NOVEMBER 2018

MEET OUR NEXT
THE WILD GENERATION
TWINS
OF HUNTERS
SERENA &

T3X

SEE PG 16 FOR
ENTRY DETAILS

AMBER SHINE

SEE PG 3 FOR DETAILS

SEE PG 4 FOR DETAILS

WIN A
SPRING
HUNT

THE BUSH
TELEGRAPH

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH (EST.1951)

XMAS
SPECIAL
EDITION

MONTHLY MAGAZINE DECEMBER 2018

THE BUSH
TELEGRAPH

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH (EST.1951)

MONTHLY MAGAZINE FEBRUARY 2019

WHAT TO
PACK FOR
THE
ROAR
FEB CLUB NIGHT

DEADLIEST
MUSHROOM
IN THE BUSH

DEMO WITH BRENT,
CALLUM & RICH

SEE PG 10 FOR DETAILS

EPIC
TAHR
COUNTRY

FIRST
BLOOD

THE BUSH
TELEGRAPH

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH (EST.1951)

MONTHLY MAGAZINE MARCH 2019

GET
ROAR
READY
DS SCORE & SIKA HUNT
WORKSHOPS AT THE
CLUB THIS MONTH

WIN A
SPRING
HUNT

WIN A
SPRING
HUNT

RUSA
RIVER HUNT
SEE PG 7 FOR FULL STORY

SOUTHERN
ALPS HUNT
SEE PG 11 FOR FULL STORY

TROPHY
REDS FROM
THE DEEP
MIKES NEW YEARS CATCH

SEE PG 10 FOR DETAILS

SEE PG 7 FOR DETAILS

THE BUSH
TELEGRAPH

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH (EST.1951)

MONTHLY MAGAZINE APRIL 2019

WHATS
YOUR
BIG
GAME
PLAN

THE BUSH
TELEGRAPH

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH (EST.1951)

FAIZ'S
FALLOW
BUCK

MONTHLY MAGAZINE MAY 2019

THE BUSH
TELEGRAPH

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH (EST.1951)

BUSH
SKILLZ

MONTHLY MAGAZINE JUNE 2019

PETE BUCK
BREIDAHL FEVER
APRIL'S GUEST SPEAKER
SEE PAGE 4 FOR DETAILS

COME SHARE YOUR ROAR
STORIES AT THE NEXT
CLUB NIGHT - MAY 14TH
SEE PG 8 FOR DETAILS

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH (EST.1951)

MONTHLY MAGAZINE JULY 2019

HUNTER TRAINING

SEE PG 5 FOR DETAILS

CENTRAL NORTH
ISLAND - BLAZZIN'
IN BLAZE

LET SOMEONE KNOW
YOUR PLAN, ESPECIALLY
YOUR OWN HUNTING
PARTY, MAKE A PLAN
& STICK TO IT!

THE BUSH
TELEGRAPH

AHT
COMP
ENTRIES CLOSE FRIDAY 21st
DONT FORGET TO BRING
YOUR BEST ROAR CALL

DAVE'S
WOOD
HILL
BUCK
- SEE WHO
CLEANED UP
AHT & PHOTOTH
COMP SAT 27

PRIZE
GIVING
DINNER
DONT MISS OUT GET
YOUR TICKETS NOW!

SEE PG 10 FOR DETAILS

SEE PG 3 FOR DETAILS

GET IN TOUCH WITH

AVID HUNTERS & HUNTING ENTHUSIATISTS
OUR CLUBS REACH GOES BEYOND OUR GROUP OF 750 MEMBERS
OUR BUSH TELEGRAPH HAS A REACH OF UP TO 16,000 PEOPLE
WITH CONSISTENT ENGAGEMENT LEVELS OVER 6,000
THE NZDA AKL BRANCH IS SEEN AS A ‘TRUSTED ADVISOR’ IN THE HUNTING ENVIRONMENT
MAKING OUR OUTWARD COMMUNICATIONS A PRIME LOCATION FOR BRAND PLACEMENT

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN ADVERTISING WITH US MONTHLY OR MORE
EMAIL: BT@DEERSTALKERS.CO.NZ

WELL SEND YOU A PRICE GUIDE & SPEC SHEET

IT'S A LOT CHEAPER THAN YOU'D EXPECT!
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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SERIOUS
DISCOUNTS
FOR NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH DEERSTALKER MEMBERS

10% OFF ALL ACCESSORIES, AMMUNITION (REGULAR
RETAIL PRICE), SCOPE MOUNTS, CLEANING GEAR, REDDING
PRESSES & DIES (UNLESS ALREADY ON SPECIAL)
5% OFF RELOADING COMPONENTS (CASES & PROJECTILES)
10% OFF REGULAR RETAIL ON POWDER & PRIMERS
5% OFF ADVERTISED BULK PRICING
5% OFF REGULAR PRICE ON OPTICS FOR PREMIUM OPTICS
10% OFF REGULAR OPTICS, TASCO, BUSHNELL,
LEUPOLD FREEDOM, BURRIS DROPTINE & FULLFIELD 2,
NIKKO STIRLING & ANY OF THE BUDGET BRANDS
SERIOUS SHOOTERS LTD - THE BEST GUNSHOP!!!
726 GREAT SOUTH ROAD, PENROSE, AUCKLAND, 1061, NZ. PH: 64-9-579-3006
EMAIL: INFO@SERIOUSSHOOTERS.CO.NZ
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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BUSH
ED.

get to know the bush with mike morse
SEVEN FINGER
PATE
SCHEFFLERA DIGITATA
Very palatable to deer.
A small, multi branched tree growing up to 8m high.
Leaves comprise 3 -9 light green/yellow leaflets up to 15cm
long and with serrated edge. Looks broadly like a number
of fingers. Found throughout NZ bush and pine forests
from sea level to 1200m. Prefers fairly damp gullies, and
alongside streams. Will often see trees well browsed as high
as deer can reach or saplings pushed down so that upper
foliage can be browsed.

FIVE FINGER

FIVE FINGER
WHAUWHAUPAKU
PSEUDOPANAX ARBOREUS
Foliage very palatable and deer also strip/chew the bark.

ER
SEVEN FING

Similar tree to Seven Finger/Pate but leaflets broader
and shinier with up to 7 leaflets per leaf. Heavy flowering
mid winter and produces large clumps of small fleshy black
seeds. Found through most lowland bush and scrub areas
throughout NZ. In secondary regrowth areas of the Central
Plateau it forms a dense overhead canopy and although
from the outside may look difficult to get through can be
very open and easy hunting underneath.

SEVEN FINGER

FIVE FINGER

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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ESTATE
SALE
MEMBER NOTICE: GRANT BRIGGS
PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING FIREARMS, WILL BE LISTED FOR SALE
AVAILABLE TO VIEW AT THE AUGUST CLUB NIGHT.

WTS: Beretta Xtrema2 3-1/2” 12g Camo Semi-Auto.
Overall condition 85% $ 2,500.00
WTS: Krico 301 Luxus .22WMR Bolt Action,
Wooden blued barrel, set triggers, threaded,
overall condition 95% $ 1,300.00
WTS: Remington 700 .243 Win, Blindmag,
Overall condition 90%, with Leupold VX2 4-12x40mm AO. $ 1,400.00

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO CONTACT THE SELLER
PLEASE EMAIL DAN@DEERSTALKERS.CO.NZ

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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STEINER 2019

PRIZE
SHOOT
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 8TH
NZDA AUCKLAND RANGE

AS THE NAME SUGGESTS STEINER IS THE PRINCIPLE
SPONSOR & WILL BE DONATING A STEINER SCOPE
GS3 2-10 SCOPE RETAILING OVER $2000!
THIS IS A DOOR PRIZE - EVERY CONTESTANT
GETS A SHOT AT THIS GIVEAWAY!
WITH MANY MORE PRIZES TO BE ANNOUNCED!

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

ALL FUNDS RAISED FROM TICKET SALES WILL BE
GOING TO THE RENOVATION OF OUR CLUB ROOMS.
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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ALL NEW
CLUB CAPS
$
IN ALL YOUR FAV COLOURS - BLACK!
ONE SIZE FITS ALL
ONLY

20

ON SALE AT THE NEXT CLUB NIGHT

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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HUNTER TRAINING

BASIC SKILLS AGENDA
3RD JULY WEDNESDAY GEAR & EQUIPMENT
10TH JULY WEDNESDAY BUSH CRAFT
17TH JULY WEDNESDAY FIREARMS, SAFETY, SET UP CLEANING ETC.
24TH JULY WEDNESDAY HUNTING TECHNIQUES
31ST JULY WEDNESDAY NAVIGATION
6TH AUGUST TUESDAY ANIMAL PREP & BUTCHERY
10TH AUGUST SATURDAY RANGE DAY
9AM AT THE RANGE GATE. PRACTICAL DAY OF SHOOTING.
ALL ENQUIRIES CONTACT BRENT@DEERSTALKERS.CO.NZ

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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HUNT STORY

SNOW CAPPED
PEAKS, VIEW
FROM HUT

WINTER
TOPS
BUNGLE
JUSTIN JONES

Late May I saw a text request on a group what's app..."my
mates dropped out & I need a 3rd person to join my party
hunt to keep costs down, its a Queens Birthday tops hunt"
I replied "I'm in!"
Queens Birthday was looming & after only a few texts
Cam, Dave & I were all set to fly in with Chris Crosse.
We decided to cook a shared meal each for the dinners at
the hut. Meeting in Taupo, after leaving Auckland early
Saturday. We had a hearty breakfast by the lake at 7.30am
before hitting the range to zero our rifles since our plan was
to do some long range shooting & glassing. Cam brought
his dog Ranger, who we all thought would be a great help
to sniff out any animal we'd shot from afar & lost sight of.
The hut we were staying at presented us with loads of slips
& faces to investigate & we had all packed good jackets &
warm gear for extended periods on exposed hills in the
freezing cold.
At Kaweka Helicopters Chris was more than a little
worried about our hut choice due to the extreme weather
conditions that had hit over night. Looking at the forecast
for our stay he suggested we move huts. He recommended
his "favourite winter hunting block". We could see no
reason to argue with the expert & so all agreed it was the
right decision. However, the new hut was a bush hut, both
Cam & Dave brought there long range rifles, i'd brought my
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING

OUR RIDE IN

7-08 because I wasn't
confident about the
way my 280ai was
shooting. I had an
appointment booked
with Kerry Adams
at the Bloke, to do
a full precision test
shoot, but that was
still a month away.
So i'd dialed up
the A7 at the range
to 200 metres and
figured it would take care of anything closer if the moment
presented itself. Boy was I wrong!
On the fly in Chris pointed out his prime spots, giving
us a great lay of the land & his spot X. All the surrounding
mountains were covered in snow & we were all pleased with
the decision to shift down to the valley below in a much
warmer hut.
Landing & loading all our gear into the hut we wasted no
time to gear up for an evening hunt. Cam took Ranger uphill,
while Dave & I headed upstream. Hitting a fork 30 minutes
from the hut we headed up a trackers track, it was a fairly
old track & the first 200 metres were close to bush bashing
whilst ascending steeply into the range Chris had pointed out.
THE BUSH TELEGRAPH AUGUST 2019 17

Once we were into lighter more manageable bush we
started to see a lot of sign, so decided to sidle along at this
height, the bush was now quite open & we could see a good
distance ridge after ridge, so slowed to a stalk. Each new
creek head showed plenty of fresh sign encouraging us to
go on & on. The weather wasn't great, it was raining steadily
but not heavily. We stopped near a large slip above the river
& admired the view. Suddenly Dave said "wait, that's not
rain, it's snow 'instagram moment!' Without reception we
both started to film the view, blown away by the falling
snow. Suddenly it was freezing so we packed our phones
back into our packs & pressed on. Not 15 minutes later I
popped over a ridge to lock eyes with a sika stag. He was a
biggie & I froze thinking he's going to bolt any second. But
he just stood there intently starring at me motionless, like
I was the first human he'd seen. Trying to remain calm I
slowly raised my rifle dropping the bolt & turning off the
safety....DAMN the scopes foggy I couldn't see a thing, I
flipped the scope cover & prayed he wouldn't run on me. All
I could see of him was his head & neck, he was close maybe
8 metres away. His entire body was obscured by a fallen log.
I aimed at the centre of his neck pulling the trigger without
hesitation BOOM!! I'd missed completely. Noooo I cried,
under my breath as the stag bolted off down into the gut
so quickly by the time I reloaded he was out of sight. Dave
ran up behind me & I recounted what had transpired.

a blood trail without any joy. Dave radioed Cam
who was back at the hut so we knew it was safe
to head up hill to see over the top. Considering
the raucous we'd made on this side off the hill we
decided to pop over the other side. It was steep
country & was starting to get dark. From the top
we slowly worked our way back in the direction
of the hut, looking across the valley & stopping to
glass some beautiful open spaces, slips & terraces.
We were really excited about the chance of seeing
something "it is the witching hour after all" Dave
said. Working our way along the top it was almost
getting impossible to glass when we stopped to
look across the valley so we decided to head down
& find the track back to the hut. Stumbling down
the hill in the dark we finally hit the track. Back
at the hut Cam had a roaring fire going & we
swapped stories, Cam had bumped a few. Ranger
his dog was practically doing cartwheels with
excitement, he clearly loved being in this country
& sat in the doorway as if on guard. But it was clear he was
soaking up all the country air & smells the swirling winds
were driving towards his ever alert nose.
With a few beers slayed Dave broke out the Whiskey,
which he generally saved for celebrating a stag kill, not
driving it away. We discussed a plan for tomorrow & then
it was lights out.
Up early gearing up while coffee & breakfast was
consumed on the go we were all off down the river track.
We made a few attempts to cross the river but it was swollen
deep & teaming down so ferociously no one dared even
enter. I imagined in summer it would be a lot easier to cross.
We ambled on till we hit a fork in the river & all headed
uphill. I'm pretty sure Ranger went to the top & back 15
times in the time it took us to get half way. At that point,
we decided to split up. Cam & Ranger straight to the top &
head in the same direction as Dave & I, as we sidled along
about mid way up the valley.
It wasn't long before we got into some beautiful open
bush. Finding ledges in vantage points we'd sit, glass &
observe the wilderness till it was to cold to sit any longer.
RANGER ON
PATROL

Dave started looking for a blood trail but I said "it
was a clean miss". Dave then asked "how high I aimed".
"High?" I said, "I'm so close, why would I need to aim
high?". "At that range you would need to aim at least 3
inches high" Dave said, reminding me my rifle's zero'd to
200 "the bullet is still climbing, you would have shot right
under him".
To say I was gutted was an understatement, he was a
beauty & I'd been so confident there was no way he was
getting away from me. But it was a clear miss & I couldn't
stop kicking myself for not adjusting my scope back to my
standard bush zero.
We crossed the forest floor back-n-forth hoping to see
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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RANGER ON HUT DUTY

Moving on slowly to warm up again. Plenty
of sign, so ever hopeful an animal will appear
around the next bend, then the next or the
next.
We got to a really steep slip & it took us
awhile to work out how to get up onto the
terrace opposite. A little bush bashing &
we were on top. It was really open & I kept
thinking this would make an ideal bivvy
spot. There was loads of sign so we very slowly
moved ahead. Constantly surveying over the
edge of the terrace down towards the river on
our right & uphill on our left. We wondered how
far along Cam would be with Ranger. Just above
us, further back or ahead. It was impossible to
know but we didn't want to break radio silence
unless urgent.
The terrace went on for ages wrapping around
the contour of the hill. As I came up a slight rise I could
see a huge open area with loads of fallen trees littering the
forest floor, it was reminiscent of a logging bay for some
reason. I scanned the massive area thinking there must be
a deer here. I stood dead still moving only my eyes back-nforth, across & back slowly making my way mathematically
across the area not to miss anything. Suddenly I locked eyes
with a stag, but it was as if he'd been watching me the entire
time, hoping I wouldn't see him & just move on. But my
eyes betrayed me, as soon as I saw him, he turned & leapt
effortless up the hill in one seamless movement & in two
bounds was gone before I could even lift my rifle. He would
of been 80metres away. A shot I wouldn't of made without
taking the time to get a proper rest against a standing tree
or if time allowed, sitting to rest over a fallen log.
He was a beautiful sight but a painful realisation how
still Sika can be, who's stalking who?
I was trying to work out if he was the same stag as
yesterdays, this one had a lighter coat. But it was a lot
brighter today & the clearing was so open. I guessed it could
of been the same one. If so he was probably thinking 'not
this arsehole again with that loud stick'.

could think about on the long slow cold stalk back to the
hut. Tomorrow the boys would be flying out late in the
afternoon. It seemed unfair that Cam had been trying
to bush hunt with his tops rifle & an ultra eager dog, so
I suggested he take my A7. "I'll hang at the hut with the
dog so you can get in a good stalk, just don't forget to aim
high". Cam was pretty happy with that & said he'd leave
some Rum for me since I was staying on another 3-4 nights.
Depending on what Chris says regarding the forecast, when
he comes to collect the boys.
The next day I slept in while the boys hauled out of camp
downstream. It was a mint day, the sunniest & warmest yet.
I hung out some cold wet clothes, aired the sleeping bag &
chopped wood. They returned empty handed, but excited
& slightly exhausted from the mammoth mission they'd
achieved. Packing their gear just in time for the helicopters
arrival. Chris Crosse is always on time! Chris said "he'd
come back on Friday, a fronts coming in! The weathers not

Dave came up & the "not again" conversation started.
It was getting late in the day now & I couldn't remember
when we'd had lunch. We radioed Cam to confirm he
was no where near us, he was heading back to camp. We
continued to sidle around the valley & I noticed some
chopped wood up above us, "that's weird? It's not very
common to see chopped wood in the bush". I went up to
investigate & discovered it was on the track to the harkness.
DOC must've been in recently clearing the path because
the wood was freshly cut. "Lets take some back for the
fireplace" Dave joked. We used the track for a while and
almost immediately heard whistles & deer clamber noisily
off through the bush in the distance. Damn that sucks. All
the slow stalking was really making it hard to stay warm
& I was actually freezing wishing i'd brought my puffer
jacket. Looking at Dave I realised i'd really under dressed.
The track started to get gnarly so we headed left over the top
back into the thick stuff to try to get up to the top.
If only I was carrying a deer I'd be a lot warmer is all I
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING

THE TRACK
FROM THE HUT
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CALM POOLS ON THE MAIN
RIVER UPSTREAM

looking good for Thursday but hitting proper on Sat".
"Ok" I said, "see you Friday" & like that the boys were
waving from windows of a speeding chopper that vanished
over the horizon from which it came. It was instantly
deathly quiet & I wished Ranger had stayed. He was good
company that day while the boys were out. I suddenly
realised why lots of hunters have dogs.
During the day i'd made a target from a scrap of paper &
so wasted no time to quickly test the rifle down by the river
which was thundering in the cavern below the hut. I figured
with the helicopter having just been it wouldn't be the end
of the world, the 7m08 is suppressed after all. Far out, Dave
was right. I pinned the paper to a tree as close as the stag
had been on the first day. 3 inches low. A few clicks on the
scope one more shot & she was back on target.

its head as it crashed off behind the scrub I had just come
through. I would of been only a few feet from where it must
have been bedded down. I never saw it again. It was getting
dark by the time I decided to head back, which was mostly
down hill. It was pitch black by the time I stumbled into the
hut, i'd pre-prepared a fire, so lit that & let it heat up the left
over casserole for dinner. Sat at the table & had a beer while
looking over the maps to plan for tomorrow.

I then geared up & headed up behind the hut for a stalk.
Cam said he'd bumped a few when we arrived & so I figured
it had been a day in between. Even though the chopper had
just been plus my two shots down in the river bed, it wasn't
going to stop me heading out for a stalk. There aren't any
deer in the hut.
Plus stranger things have happened. The bush was quite
tight at first. I worked my way around up onto a ridge moving
quietly forward into the hills. It was a nice easy steady stroll
and it was a beautiful calm evening, the wind was in my
face & I was on high alert for the deer Cam had bumped. A
few hours passed & I hit some thicker scrub. I worked my
way through it & over a fallen tree into a clearing. I almost
leapt out of my skin as a hind screeched a whistle extremely
loudly right next to me. I spun around to see the top of
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING

RAPIDS ON THE MAIN
RIVER UPSTRE AM
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PL AQUE IN THE HU

T
TROUT FEEDING IN
THE DEEPER POOLS

I woke up at 4am freezing! The fire had gone out & I
wasn't in the sleeping bag. Outside the grass was white &
glistening with frost in the moonlight. I went back to bed
thinking I was in for a cold one tomorrow. In the morning
I headed down to the main river from the hut with a plan
to work my way up the main stream. Apart from the frost,
the skies were clear as & it was hot in the sun. Once on the
river bed I noticed the opposite hill side was filled with
clearings, so I spent most of the day glassing as I moved
further & further upstream. Along the way I counted
24 massive trout. Most of them ignored me. I wished it
was trout season & i'd brought my telescopic rod. Now
I understood the photo in the hut. 'Mike McGee - From those
who understand'. This river was teaming with trout, it was
wide & there were loads of deep pools to fish into for miles
upstream.
The weather started to turn near the end of the day so I
headed back, i'd not seen or heard one deer. But it was a great
day out all the same. I tried several times to photograph the
trout but only the videos showed clearly the schools of fish
scrapping the river bed feeding.
The next day was no surprise. It had rained & howled
all night. I got drenched dashing to the outhouse. I'd put
the billy on & hoped for an ease in the wind or rain but

neither came. The rain was practically coming in sideways
& I wondered if this was the front Chris mentioned.
I pulled some wood from the store & spent the day cutting it
up under the awning. I also collected loads of wood & stored
it to dry out for hunters to come. Rewarding myself with a
beer & some Rum. After dark I put dinner on & hoped the
weather would be better in the morning before Chris comes.
Will I get a final hunt before heading back to civilisation? It
was close to 10pm & I went onto the deck to have a beer &
watch the night storm. I was thinking I definitely want to
return to hunt here again, when my head torch caught a flash
of eyes under the tree opposite the hut. I must be imagining
it, it must be a nail on the dog kennel perhaps. But no, I saw
the eyes blink & again.. far out but they were yellow so how
is there a CAT ..here? Growing up on a farm there was often
the odd feral cat when I would be out spotlighting rabbits
in the middle of the night. So I knew straight away it wasn't
no opossum. I grabbed my rifle & went out in the torrential
rain to investigate. Sure enough there was a mangy soaked
cat huddled up under the tree, i quickly put it out of its
misery & returned to the warmth of the hut.
The weather the next day wasn't much better so I had
a lazy breakfast & slowly packed up my gear. Cleaning
the hut I hoped Chris would still be able to fly in. As luck
would have it about 30minutes before he arrived the rain
stopped & it looked as though it might even clear up. He
was shocked to hear that a cat was this far into the bush but
equally happy I'd 1080'd the mother. Before I knew it, I was
at the hanger & my phone started vibrating with its delivery
of civilisation I'd not missed receiving at all.

CONGRATULATIONS JUSTIN YOU’VE
WON A $25 VOUCHER COURTESY OF
OUR SPONSOR SERIOUS SHOOTERS
COLLECT YOUR PRIZE AT NEXT CLUB NIGHT

DOING MY PART
FOR CONSERVATION

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING

If you’ve got a story to tell, send it in with some photos to:
bt@deerstalkers.co.nz & go in the draw to WIN!
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Each month the club arranges hunts to different areas & you’re welcome to join!
If your new to the club or just want to gain experience & confidence in the bush
this is certainly a great opportunity. Click here to register via our website.
If you need more info email partyhunts@deerstalkers.co.nz

PARTY HUNTS

CALENDAR

BLAZE ORANGE CLOTHING & HATS ARE REQUIRED FOR ALL CLUB ORGANISED HUNTS

2019

AUGUST 9th - 11th. This party hunt
is being sponsored by Hamills Taupo!
As part of this sponsorship Saran
from Hamills will be supplying a BBQ
dinner on Saturday evening, based at
Sika Lodge. Cheers Hamills.
The target species will be Red & Sika
deer. This area is suitable for all levels
of hunter from the total beginner to
the more experienced. It's August
& getter colder so we have booked
out Sika Lodge for a special price of
$25 p.h, per night. All you need to
bring (outside of your hunting gear)
are toiletries, a sleeping bag & food
for all meals apart from Saturday
night. Sika lodge has bunkhouse
style accommodation, fridge/freezers,
a communal lounge, kitchen & of
course an ablution block. This party

hunt only has one place remaining,
so if you have registered please pay
the $50 accommodation fee ASAP to
guarantee yourself a spot.
We will hold a briefing on the Friday
night and allocate you your hunting
areas and companions. During this
session we will discuss safety aspects,
your hunting area, hunting techniques
& you will need to complete an
intentions summary. This will be an
open forum, so bring any questions
you might have. Topo50 maps for the
area are BH36 & BH37. We strongly
suggest each hunting party has a map,
in addition to a GPS. If you need any
gear then check out hamillstaupo.
co.nz. Saran will bring down any
orders Friday night. If you have any
other questions, drop Ross or James
an email at at rwoon@deerstalkers.
co.nz & jmckenzie@deerstalkers.co.nz

ALL PARTY HUNTS

START WITH

SAFETY

1. IDENTIFY YOUR TARGET – DON’T
SHOOT AT MOVEMENT OR SOUND
2. CHECK YOUR FIRING ZONE
3. UNLOAD YOUR FIREARMS
BEFORE ENTERING CAMP
4. ALCOHOL & FIREARMS DO NOT MIX
5. DISCUSS YOUR HUNTING PLAN
DAILY WITH OTHERS IN YOUR GROUP
6. MAP / COMPASS / GPS / BASIC
BUSH CRAFT KNOWLEDGE, ARE
ESSENTIAL ITEMS
7. NZDA RECOMMEND THAT ALL
PARTICIPANTS WEAR BLAZE ORANGE
WHEN HUNTING

SEPTEMBER ONWARDS - PARTY HUNTS WILL INCUR A $11.50 CHARGE
per person. This levy is soley due to the clubrooms roof rebuild project,
which will start later this year.

PUT PEN TO PAPER & WIN!
GET YOUR STORY PUBLISHED IN THE BT & YOU
COULD WIN A ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO
A NZ HUNTING MAGAZINE OF YOUR CHOICE
IN NZDA AUCKLAND’S “BEST WRITTEN
CONTRIBUTION” ANNUAL COMPETITION.

KINDLY DONATED BY MIKE MORSE

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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RANGE REPORT
PRIZE
SHOOT
PRIZES

With the prize shoot coming up fast we
are looking for prizes. If you are able
to donate a prize, it does not have to
be shooting or hunting related, please
contact me before the day or bring it
along to the August meeting or on the
prize shoot day if you are coming.

AUCKLAND BRANCH

BENCH REST
COMPETITION

The Auckland Branch has six trophys
in this class. The classes are, Unlimited,
Heavy varmint, Light varmint, Sporter,
Hunter, & Group of the year
Any branch member may enter. ALL
YOU REQUIRE IS TO HAVE AN
ACCURATE RIFLE TO COMPETE.
The winner of each class is decided by
obtaining the average of the three best
nominated groups in each class and
these to be shot on separate Benchrest
days. A member may enter a nominated
group in one or all of the classes at any
Benchrest load development day.
Entries must be shot during normal
competition periods at the range.
There are nominated Benchrest days
starting June 2019 and finishing in May
2020. Should you be interested please
contact Arthur on 8461946.
The revised criteria is outlined below.
1. Beggs Wiseman Cup. Heavy Varmit
Benchrest rifle with scope as per NZDA
rules. Best group shot over three days
with one nominated group per day.
2. Beggs Wiseman Cup. Light Varmit
Benchrest rifle with scope as per NZDA
rules. Best group shot over three days
with one nominated group per day.

3. Tisdall Cup. Hunter /Sporter type
rifle. Lightweight barrel. Scope power 9x
maximum. Best group shot over three
days with one nominated group per day.
4. Norcross Cup. Varmit/Hunter/
Sporter type rifle. Any barrel, any
scope. (Light or heavy bench rest rifles
not eligable.) Best group shot over three
days with one nominated group per day.
5. Sportco Cup. Shot on the day by
any centre fire rifle with any scope &
trigger. ( Light or heavy benchrest rifles
not eligable.) Shall be shot at a time
nominated by the RO on the benchrest
day. All shooters to compete. Best group
shot on any one day throughout the year
wins.
6. Sako Group of the Year. This is a ten
shot group with any rimfire rifle and
scope. Best group shot on any nominated
rimfire benchrest shoot throughout the
year wins.
Apart from the Sako trophy all the other
groups are five shot.
NOTE: We have allocated a Sat. morning
session for the club benchrest shoot
including load testing for the benchrest
competitors. If you intend to take on
this offer we expect you to shoot a card
on the benchrest days regardless of the
weather conditions.
Branch members including family
members are also welcome to come
along on these member only days for a
practice shoot.

PRIZE SHOOT

help

To run a successful shoot requires help
on the day & the Saturday before.
On the Saturday, 7-09-19 I will require
some helpers in the morning for a couple
of hours to get the target frames up,
prize tables ready & the mound ready
etc. This does save a lot of time.
On Sunday I need members to put up
the targets, target scoring, look after the
BBQ, traffic management, & the main
entry gate manning.
If any member can help please call me
(Arthur) on ph 846 1946.

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING

UPCOMING
EVENTS
RANGE WORKING
BEE SUNDAY
18th. AUGUST.

This is a notice that we are going to hold
another working bee at the range on
the above date. We will carry out any
repairs etc. to make the range look good
for the Prize shoot, that we missed out
in our June working bee.
The following work is long overdue &
needs to be carried out before the prize
shoot.
1. Trim some foliage to give a clear view
for the 200m range
2. General range tidy up
3. Remove some gorse.
4. To ensure that all our target frames
are up to scratch.
5. To move the log barrier & up lift the
concrete drain sections to give access to
a digger to rework the drains.
Gate entry time 9.00am.
We will require some wheel barrows,
rakes, grubbers ,shovels, spades, gloves
etc. The names of all helpers on the day
will go in the draw for a $100.00 voucher
to be drawn at the September club night.
If you are able to help please contact me.

MEMBER ONLY
FATHERS DAY.

The following afternoon have been set
aside for another Auckland Branch
member (including family members)
only shoot on the range.
SUNDAY 1st SEPTEMBER. GATE
ENTRY 12.45-1.00PM.
Please do not bring any friends along
who are not members as they will not be
allowed to shoot.
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RANGE REPORT
RIMFIREFIRE
NOTE: PLEASE DO NOT TURN UP ON
DAYS WHEN WE HAVE SPECIAL SHOOTS
ON THE RANGE & EXPECT TO DO A
GENERAL PRACTICE SHOOT, YOU WILL
BE TURNED AWAY. MAKE SURE THAT
YOU READ THE PROGAMME PROPERLY.

2nd INTERBRANCH
SHOOT 7th JULY

We put a team of five members together for the 200m
Interbranch shoot held on the 7th July at the Auck. NZDA
range.
A pleasant morning greeted us, a bit wet under foot & grey a
sky at the Auck. range making for good shooting conditions.
The result for that days shoot is
North Auck. 417.1 points, Auck. 414.2 points.

ARGGREGATE
SHOOT 21st JULY

Shooting conditions for our afternoon 2nd rimfire aggregate
shoot were quite good considering the poor weather we have
had. There was a good turnout with some new members
shooting for the first time.
The results are as follows.
Name

Prone Sit

Kneel

Standing

Total

Mike Shipley

85

75

76

60

296

Mark Allmon

79

71

76

50

276

Harold Cox

72

74

82

46

274

Paul Allan

76

70

41

35

222

Bryce Rackley

64

73

46

29

212

Name

Prone Sit

Kneel

Standing

Total

Bruce Purdie

42

43

25

39

149

Paul Carmine

44.1

43

44.1

28

159.2

Jim Allan

41

50

21

25

137

Darin Grenz

43.1

40

39

36

158.1

Ian Hazlewood

40

34

21

20

115

Harold Cox

46

38

43

23

150

David Dunn

0

0

14

o

14

These rimfire aggregate shoots are now shot with out the aid of
slings, shooting jackets, gloves. If you are keen to do some four
positional shooting please contact me.

FOR
SALE
SWAZI OVERPANTS
BRAND NEW UNOPENED

$280

RRP $359
ono SAVE $79

SIZE MEDIUM COLOR TUSSOCK GREEN
WATERPROOF, WINDPROOF, BREATHABLE
MADE FROM SOFT QUIET AEGIS® FABRIC,
SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT WET WEATHER PANTS.
CALL JJ 021 2733 252 OR EMAIL JJ@DEERSTALKERS.CO.NZ
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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WHY JOIN
OUR CLUB?
WHY JOIN THE NZDA? THE TEAM GOT TOGETHER & MADE A
SHORT VIDEO ON WHY WE BELONG TO THE AUCKLAND BRANCH.
CLICK BELOW & SUBSCRIBE FOR MORE NZDA AUCKLAND VIDEOS!

CLICK

TO PLAY

SPECIAL THANKS TO.
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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RANGE CALENDAR
IMPORTANT MSSA RIFLES ARE BANNED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.
• MAKE SURE YOU READ THE PROGRAMME PROPERLY
• GATE ENTRY TIMES ARE EARLIER THAN THE RANGE STARTING TIMES

GATE ENTRY TIMES: IN 8.45AM - 9.00AM
			
IN/OUT 12.45PM - 1.00PM

RANGE CONTACT:
ARTHUR PH. 846 1946.
E-MAIL : RANGE@DEERSTALKERS.CO.NZ

AUGUST 2019
DAY

SESSION

GATE ENTRY

EVENT

RANGE

EXIT

Sat 03

AM

09:00

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

25m, 100m

Sat 03

PM

12:00

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

25m,100m

Sun 11

AM

8:45 - 9:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

12:45

Sun 11

PM

12:45 - 1:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

04:30

Sat 17

AM

8:45 - 9:00

Shotgun morning practice shoot only.

100m

12:45

Sat 17

PM

12:45 - 1:00

Service rifle, bolt action.No general practice.

100m

04:30

Sat 17

AM

09:00

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

25m

Sat 17

PM

12:00

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

25m

Sun 18

AM

09:00

RANGE WORKING BEE. No general practice.

Sat 24

AM

8:45 - 9:00

Benchrest & load development & practice shoot. NZDA Auck. members only.

100m

12:45

Sat 24

PM

12:45 - 1:00

200m Practice. NZDA Auck. members only.

200m

04:30

Sun 25

AM

8:45 - 9:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

12:45

Sun 25

PM

12:45 - 1:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

04:30

Sat 31

AM

8:45 - 9:00

Rimfire Silhouette shoot. No general practice.

100m

RANGE WORKING BEE
SUNDAY 18TH AUGUST
HELP & GO IN THE
DRAW TO WIN A $100
SERIOUS SHOOTERS
VOUCHER
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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RANGE CALENDAR
IMPORTANT MSSA RIFLES ARE BANNED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.
• MAKE SURE YOU READ THE PROGRAMME PROPERLY
• GATE ENTRY TIMES ARE EARLIER THAN THE RANGE STARTING TIMES

GATE ENTRY TIMES: IN 8.45AM - 9.00AM
			
IN/OUT 12.45PM - 1.00PM

RANGE CONTACT:
ARTHUR PH. 846 1946.
E-MAIL : RANGE@DEERSTALKERS.CO.NZ

SEPTEMBER 2019
DAY

SESSION

GATE ENTRY

EVENT

RANGE

EXIT

Sun 01

PM

12:45 - 1:00

Fathers Day afternoon shoot. NZDA Auckland members only.

100m, 25m

04:30

Sat 07

AM

09:00

Prize shoot preparation.

Sun 08

AM

7:45 - 10:15

NZDA Auckland Branch Prize Shoot. No general practice.

100m, 25m

Sat 14

AM

8:45 - 9:00

Benchrest & load development & practice shoot. NZDA Auck. members only.

100m

12:45

Sat 14

PM

12:45 - 1:00

200m Practice. NZDA Auck. members only.

200m

04:30

Sun 15

AM

8:45 - 9:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

12:45

Sun 15

PM

12:45 - 1:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

04:30

Sat 21

AM

09:00

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

25m, 100m

Sat 21

PM

12:00

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

25m,100m

Sun 22

AM

8:45 - 9:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

12:45

Sun 22

PM

12:45 - 1:00

General Practice (Limited practice on 100m range)

100m, 25m

04:30

Sun 22

PM

12:45 - 1:00

NZDA Auck. branch Agg. Shoot, Centrefire x 4P x 5 shot per position

100m

04:30

Sat 28

AM

8:45 - 9:00

Rimfire Silhouette shoot. No general practice.

100m

Sun 29

AM

8:45 - 9:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

12:45

Sun 29

PM

12:45 - 1:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

04:30

IMPROVED RANGE ACCESS
FOR MEMBERS
PLEASE BE AWARE OF THE FOLLOWING FOR MEMBERS ONLY DAYS

YOU MAY LEAVE THE SESSION EARLIER

PROVIDED THIS IS ORGANISED WITH THE RO AT START OF THE SESSION, IT IS DOWN TO THE
DISCRETION OF THE ROS ON THE DAY & WHETHER THEY CAN ACCOMMODATE THIS
THIS IS A COURTESY EXTENDED TO OUR MEMBERS TO HELP MAKE THE RANGE MORE ACCESSIBLE
& ALLOW MEMBERS SHORT VISITS - TO SITE IN A RIFLE BEFORE YOUR NEXT TRIP.
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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RANGE CALENDAR
IMPORTANT MSSA RIFLES ARE BANNED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.
• MAKE SURE YOU READ THE PROGRAMME PROPERLY
• GATE ENTRY TIMES ARE EARLIER THAN THE RANGE STARTING TIMES

GATE ENTRY TIMES: IN 8.45AM - 9.00AM
			
IN/OUT 12.45PM - 1.00PM

RANGE CONTACT:
ARTHUR PH. 846 1946.
E-MAIL : RANGE@DEERSTALKERS.CO.NZ

OCTOBER 2019
DAY

SESSION

GATE ENTRY

EVENT

RANGE

EXIT

Sat 05

AM

09:00

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

100m, 25m

Sat 05

PM

12:00

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

100m, 25m

Sun 06

AM

09:00

3rd NZDA Interbranch social shoot, Centrefire x 4P x 5 shot per position. No General Practice 100m

12:45

Sat 12

AM

8:45 - 9:00

Benchrest & load development & practice shoot. NZDA Auck. members only.

100m

12:45

Sat 12

PM

12:45 - 1:00

200m Practice. NZDA Auck. members only.

200m

04:30

Sun 13

AM

8:45 - 9:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

12:45

Sun 13

PM

12:45 - 1:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

04:30

19 19

AM

09:00

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

25m

Sat 19

PM

12:00

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

25m

Sun 20

AM

8:45 - 9:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

12:45

Sun 20

PM

12:45 - 1:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

04:30

EXIT

NOVEMBER 2019
DAY

SESSION

GATE ENTRY

EVENT

RANGE

Sat 02

AM

09:00

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

100m, 25m

Sat 02

PM

12:00

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

100m, 25m

Sun 03

AM

09:00

Inter club demonstration day. No general practice.

100m, 25m

07:12

Sat 09

AM

8:45 - 9:00

Benchrest & load development practice shoot. NZDA Auck. members only.

100m

12:45

Sat 09

PM

12:45 - 1:00

200m Practice. NZDA Auck. members only.

200m

04:30

Sun 10

AM

8:45 - 9:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

12:45

Sun 10

PM

12:45 - 1:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

04:30

Sat 16

AM

09:00

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

25m

Sat 16

PM

12:00

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

25m

Sat 16

AM

8:45 - 9:00

Black powder cannon & mortar shoot.

100m

12:45

Sat 16

PM

12:45 - 1:00

Black powder rifle practice

100m

04:30

Sun 17

AM

09:00

NZDA Auck. Annual trophy shoot. No General Practice.

100m, 200m

Sat 23

AM

8:45 - 9:00

20Om Silhouette shoot. No general practice.

200m

Sun 24

AM

8:45 - 9:00

Interclub Bolt action military rifle shoot. No general practice.

100m

12:45

Sun 24

PM

12:45 - 1:00		

100m

04:30

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH SPONSORS

WIN A $25
VOUCHER

SIMPLY SHARE... FOR A CHANCE
TO WIN A VOUCHER THANKS TO
SERIOUS SHOOTERS
We’ve all got a good yarn about the
one that got away, the trip from hell
or our greatest hunt ever!
Share them with the club!
We’d love to hear your stories,
send them in with pics
to bt@deerstalkers.co.nz
& go in the draw to WIN a
SERIOUS SHOOTERS
VOUCHER to gear up
for your next adventure!

Beretta berettanewzealand.com
Black Watch Reloading blackwatchreloading.co.nz
Barry Clarke Automotive barryclarkeauto.co.nz
Cameron Outodoors cameronoutdoors.co.nz
CJS Construction cjsconstruction.co.nz
David Neil and Associates davidneil.co.nz
Fit 4 Life Fitness Centre fit4lifefitness.co.nz
House of Knives worldofcutlery.net
Hamills Taupo hamillstaupo.co.nz
Justin Jones Creative justinjones.co.nz
Kilwell Sports kilwell.co.nz
Latitude Commodities Ltd latcom.co.nz
NZ Guns & Hunting Magazine
nzgunsandhunting.co.nz
NZ Ammunition Company nzammo.co.nz
NZ Hunter Magazine nzhunter.co.nz
Pinzon Marine pinzon.co.nz
Ridgeline Clothing outdoorsportsnz.com
Rod and Rifle Magazine rodandrifle.co.nz
Tasman Taxidermy tasmantaxidermy.co.nz
The Hunters Club facebook.com/huntersclubnz
Repco Henderson repco.co.nz
Reloaders Supplies reloaders.co.nz
Serious Shooters seriousshooters.co.nz
Steve’s Wholesale steveswholesalenz.com
Woodhill Fallow Deer Council fallowdeer.co.nz

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH WEBSITE deerstalkers.co.nz

NZDA AUCKLAND
BRANCH CONTACTS:

president@deerstalkers.co.nz
secertary@deerstalkers.co.nz
treasurer@deerstalkers.co.nz
committee@deerstalkers.co.nz
range@deerstalkers.co.nz
party-hunts@deerstalkers.co.nz
bt@deerstalkers.co.nz

ADDRESS

7 Target Street, PO Box 44301,
Point Chevalier, Auckland 1246
MEETINGS

Branch meetings are held at
our Clubrooms, 7 Target Street,
Point Chevalier on the second
Tuesday of each month at
7.30pm (except January).

facebook.com/deerstalkers/

IF YOU HAVE ANY CONTRIBUTIONS
FOR THE BUSH TELEGRAPH
PLEASE SEND THEM TO
BT@DEERSTALKERS.CO.NZ
The views expressed in this publication are those of the members and
individuals, not the club or NZDA organisation as a whole.
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NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH SPONSORS - CLICK LOGO TO LINK
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